Self-management series

TOPIC 2: Deakin Graduate Learning Outcome 6 Self-management skill focus

Siti has identified three self-management skills she wants to emphasise in her revised first year unit. These are:

- study-skills organization
- Information literacy
- Reflective self-direction.

What assessment tasks could focus on these skills?

Assessment task ideas for organization, information literacy and reflective self-direction

Siti intends to include:

- note-taking as a skill she will teach and assess (an aspect of study-skill organisation)
- a research activity that will involve learning about how to use digital resources
- a reflective activity that focuses on how a problem might be solved (reflective self-direction occurs during the task, not after)

What Now?

Siti reviews her existing assessment tasks and decides one of her current assessment tasks could be adapted successfully. See Topic 3 for a summary of the task.
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